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REVIEWS. 
The Study of Instinct. By N. Tinbergen. (Oxford U.P., 1951. 25s.). 

Field observers have long felt the need of an authoritative, condensed 
summing up of the vast but fragmentary and often contradictory mass of 
fact and theory which has been accumulating about animal behaviour in 
recent years. All serious students of bird habits must be indebted to Dr. 
Tinbergen for having produced a guide to the subject so much better than 
could reasonably have been expected in view of its rapid and confusing develop
ment up to the present moment. One hardly knows whether to admire most 
the profound grasp and easy exposition of the broad relationships between 
physiology, psychology, ethology (" the objective study of behaviour") , 
ecology, sociology and taxonomy, or the clear, concrete language, dissecting 
and criticising the technicalities without ever losing sight of the living creatures 
behind them, and without ever becoming enslaved to jargon. The illustration 
of the text with no less than 130 diagrams adds greatly to the ease and enjoy
ment of following it, and the publishers have achieved a standard of production 
worthy of the high importance of the work, which observers of bird behaviour 
will no doubt be consulting pretty frequently for years to come. 

While the subject-matter is drawn from the entire animal world the author's 
ornithological experience ensures that birds receive fully their fair share of 
attention, and the comparisons with behaviour of invertebrates, fishes and 
mammals (not excluding man) add considerably to the value of the work and 
to the solidity of its foundations, as also does its comprehensive use of European 
and American studies unknown to most students of bird behaviour in this 
country. Originating as a series of lectures delivered in New York in 1947 the 
book has become a major contribution to international co-operation in the 
science of animal behaviour and particularly in the organization of its problems 
into a coherent whole. So far as it can be summarized in a few sentences 
the author's presentation stresses the existence in animals of a vast and highly 
integrated range of nervous mechanisms of different types and levels which are 
hierarchically grouped in a number of "instincts," actuated by a series of 
priming, releasing and directing impulses from without and within, and 
responding to these impulses through the removal of one or more " b l o c k s " , 
thus enabling the performance of co-ordinated movements which contribute to 
the maintenance of the individual and the species. On the whole the simplest, 
most rigid and therefore most easily studied of these processes are the " con
summately acts " such as eating, escape or sleep in which the impulses are 
eventually discharged, in a more or less stereotyped fashion, through immensely 
intricate co-ordinated signals to the muscles and the motor units which are the 
slaves of the entire hierarchy. The next easiest point of study is the potential 
capacity of the animal to receive through its senses messages of sight, sound and 
so forth, and the problem of ascertaining how much of this vast potential 
field of excitation actually plays any part in obtaining responses. I t is known 
for instance that bats not only hear but respond to sounds at least as high as 
40,000 cycles per second, roughly three times as high as in man, while certain 
owls can hunt successfully by light of between one-tenth and one-hundredth of 
the intensity needed for human vision, although it is still at least doubtful 
whether they can see infra-red light. Yet with all these rich possibilities 
animals are apt to select and rely upon a remarkably limited range of sign 
stimuli, and to remain blind and deaf to all others. The author's own study 
of the importance for Herring-Gull chicks of the red mark on the bill of the 
parent is a good illustration. Adult Herring-Gulls can see and hear well 
enough to pick out their mates in a flock 30 yards away, yet they will fail to 
recognise and brood their own eggs, however distinctively marked, if they are 
moved a few inches. 

The sound of a chick in distress may produce immediate response while the 
sight of it without the sound appears to mean nothing. Often it is some con
junction of landmarks or actions or characteristics of shape and colour which 
gets the response ; one of the most curious and interesting experimental 
results is that a wide variety of models of birds of prey overhead release escape 
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reactions provided they are moved in the direction which gives a " short-
necked " appearance ; if the direction is reversed so tha t the object appears 
short-tailed but long-necked it receives no response. In some cases, especially 
in courtship, it has been possible to work out long " reaction chains " of 
consequential moves on the part of two or more animals, and study of releasers 
(or " social releasers " as the author has more accurately termed them) has 
shown how closely and economically they are adjusted to the giving by an 
animal of just the sign stimulus which is needed to touch off the corresponding 
response in others of its own kind. 

The greatest difficulty is to trace what takes place between the acceptance of 
a message from outside and the execution of the appropriate response, and 
above all to explain the initiation of action in the apparent absence of any 
outside stimulus. Some light has been thrown even on this mysterious hinter
land of animal mind by observing the displacement activities which occur 
when the creature is torn between two courses of action {such as fighting or 
escape) and when the thwarted impulse as it were " sparks over " on to some 
other and irrelevant track, such as preening, digging or picking up nest-
material. Another significant revelation is the " explosion " of apparently 
causeless " vacuum activities " when there is a strong internal drive deprived 
by some unusual or artificial circumstance of its normal releasing stimulus, 
as when a captive Starling goes through the motions of catching an imaginary 
insect or young artificially reared Ptarmigan broods, which had never known 
the natural release of their escape reactions through the mother's alarm 
call, began showing frantic flight responses on the smallest disturbance or on 
none. 

The only criticism which the present reviewer would offer is on the inter
pretation of the close massing of Starling flocks in the presence of a bird of 
prey as being an adaptation to deter high-speed stoops by Peregrine Falcons, 
owing to their fear of the effects of collisions. If this, is a correct interpretation 
of the origin it certainly cannot explain the probably more frequent aerial 
manouevres performed between flocks of Starlings and Sparrow-Hawks over 
many roosts in this country, in which the Starlings a t times follow the hawk 
rather than the other way round, and excellent opportunities for leisurely 
capture are given but are not seized. Possibly further s tudy may bring to 
light some alternative, or perhaps additional, interpretation. 

Dr. Tinbergen skilfully combines a survey of the contributions of others 
with a valuable discussion and provisional synthesis on his own part, in which 
field observers will welcome the emphasis on preparatory study of the entire 
behaviour pattern as the only safeguard against mistaken interpretations of 
particular experiments and observations. In the light of his discussion the 
crude approaches fashionable a few years ago are seen to be fully as distorted 
as old-fashioned anthropomorphism, although that term is itself open to 
objection, now that the behaviour of man himself is becoming recognised to be 
something very different from what the anthropomorphists used to assume it 
was. E.M.N. 
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